iAbrasive: Domestic Super-hard Materials Conference is to Take Place in April, 2014

The abrasives leading b2b trade platform iAbrasive presently releases a news that a conference on domestic super-hard materials is to be held in April, 2014 with the intent to enlarge industrial communications and speed up the transformations and upgrading.

Zhengzhou, China (PRWEB) February 20, 2014 -- The abrasives leading b2b trade platform iAbrasive presently releases a news that a conference on domestic super-hard materials is to be held in April, 2014 with the intent to enlarge industrial communications and speed up the transformations and upgrading.

According to the introduction, the conference is held to comply with the requests of some enterprises. At the beginning of the new year, super-hard materials enterprises call for some new ideas about how to expand businesses around China and abroad countries. The conference is to invite several renowned experts as well as entrepreneuse in the line to give reports, which will conclude the following topics:

> The development status of diamond and related tools in China and overseas countries, such as pressing machine, anvil, saw blades, grinding wheels, PDC cutters, drill bit and so on.
> The innovative composite technology of the combination of super-hard materials and cemented carbide alloys involving cutting tools, abrasives and so on.
> To organize investigations among some representatives to expand global market and exchange new techniques.

More details about the conference, you are welcome to follow the news updates of iAbrasive continuously.

About iAbrasive
Though being a young representative in abrasives industry, iAbrasive has now developed into the most professional and influential abrasives trading platform in China. The company always puts the customers’ needs in the first place, and contributes to linking global abrasives suppliers and purchasers together through internet. More news you are available at online website of www.iabrasive.com.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.